Tambourine Tuesday, September 27, 2016?
First Major Test is October 7, 2016

Directions:
1. 5 minutes of QUIET WORK TIME…
a. Attendance
b. Chair open for advice from teacher
c. Organize journal
d. Write your draft for your essay: How do social scientists interpret/understand the past?
i. Introduction… Completed by Monday at the start of class; How do social scientists interpret/understand the past?
ii. Body 1… Social Scientists completed by Tuesday at the start of class
iii. Body 2… Caves…. completed by Wednesday at the start of class
iv. Body 3… Social Scientists make educated guesses… completed by Thursday at the start of class
NOTE: All ISN pp. should be finished by Thursday at the start of class… Friday quiz from pp. 2-10.

v.

Summary… Why should we look at history through many different glasses before rushing to “judgment” ?

e. ISN pages… all due mid week next week
ISN pp. 2-10 (look at colored photo for p. 10 on class page)

2. Teacher Lesson…Video Part 3; https://youtu.be/lv_AaR6SRII
3. Make sure that I have your score for last week Friday’s quiz on
PowerSchool…

Body Paragraph #2 – CAVES; A great place to preserve artifacts…

Body #2 Paragraph
“Investigating the Past” – Chapter 1
How do social scientists interpret the past?
Teacher’s Sample
Body paragraph #2 – Why do social scientists LOVE caves?

(indent five spaces… push TAB… indicates the beginning of a new thought… paragraph)
“The cave you fear to enter holds the treasure you seek.” Joseph Campbell hits the nail on the head in
this quote about caves. Caves are the perfect place to preserve artifacts. The sun generally doesn’t reach the
artifacts, and cannot ruin the quality with its ultraviolet rays. Caves also have a constant temperature and
constant humidity. In addition, not many people or animals venture deep into the depths of caves leaving
important clues undisturbed for thousands and thousands of years. Due to the amazing preservation and
security related issues surrounding caves, social scientists find artifacts that are preserved at a high level of
integrity. Thus, social scientists are able to make better, deeper, and connected “educated guesses”. I believe
Mary Leakey, one of the most famous archaeologists said it best when talking about the value of artifacts
found in caves: “There were details like clothing, hair styles and the fragile objects that hardly ever survive for
the archaeologist—musical instruments, bows and arrows, and body ornaments depicted as they were worn.
… No amounts of stone and bone could yield the kinds of information that the paintings gave so freely.”

Body Paragraph #2 – CAVES; A great place to preserve artifacts…

.

Body Paragraph #2 – CAVES; A great place to preserve artifacts…

